Travelling from Bethany & Hong Kong to Shenzhen train station
Firstly take the ferry from Cheung Chau to Central. The ordinary ferry takes 50 minutes and
costs $12.60 ($18.40 on Sundays & Public Hols), the fast ferry takes 35 minutes and costs
$24.60 ($35.30 on Sundays & Public Hols).
On arrival in Central, come out of the ferry pier and turn left, walk down to the Pier 7/ Star
Ferry then up onto the overhead walkway. Walk to Central MTR station, which is signposted
along the walkway (approx 10 minutes walk).
Then take the ‘Tsuen Wan line’ (red) MTR from Central station in Hong Kong to Lo Wu
(Shenzhen border), you will need to make 2 changes en route as follows:
 At Mong Kok change on to the ‘Kwun Tong line’ (green) headed towards Kwun Tong
 At Kowloon Tong on to the ‘East Rail line’ (turquoise/ blue) – take the train heading
for Lo Wu as this is the border crossing to Shenzhen station.
The MTR journey time is approximately 1 hour and cost is (as of January 2013) $43.
If you have some time and want to save money (using Octopus card) then you can exit at
Sheung Shui MTR station then come back through ticket barrier and board next train to Lo Wu
– this will save you $4.10, as the first journey will be $17.90 (Central – Sheung Shui) + second
journey $21 (Sheung Shui to Lo Wu).
On arrival at Lo Wu MTR station, go through the Hong Kong – Shenzhen border (Hong Kong
side takes most time) then walk to the train station on Shenzhen side.
We wish you a safe onward journey.
Regards,

Bethany team

NB – all prices quoted for travel in HK are in HK$ and using the Octopus card, if using cash
then prices on MTR will be higher.

